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Marie Jean Antoine Caritat, marquise de Condorcet,
mathematician, philosopher, economist, and French politician, born
at Ribemont (1743–1794). President of the legislative Assembly,
and then deputy at the Convention. He organised public education.
Arrested as a Girondin he poisoned himself. While in prison he
wrote ‘A sketch of an historical account of the progress of the
human spirit’.



A Condorcet Domain of degree d is a set C of orderings (or
permutations) of {1, 2, . . . , d} such that, for every triple (i , j , k),
with i < j < k , one of the following Condorcet laws holds for every
permutation p in C :
iN1 iN2 iN3 (also written 1N1 1N2 1N3)
jN1 jN2 jN3 (also written 2N1 2N2 2N3)
kN1 kN2 kN3 (also written 3N1 3N2 3N3)



If C is a CD of degree d , and if g ∈ Sd , then Cg is a CD.
So restrict attention to CD’s that contain the identity.
Call these Unitary Condorcet Domains or UCD’s.
Note that no triple in a UCD can satisfy 1N1, or 2N2, or 3N3.

If C is a CD then so is uC , where u is the order-reversing
involution (1, d)(2, d − 1) · · · .
If g ∈ Sd then C is Equivalent to Cg and is Isomorphic to
uCg and to Cg .
If C = uC then C is Symmetric.



A CD is Maximal if it is maximal, with respect to inclusion,
amongst all CD’s of that degree, and is then an MCD.

Similarly, define an MUCD.

Objective 1. Enumerate all MUCD’s of small degree.



There are two possible approaches to constructing all MUCD’s of a
given degree.
1. Start with {Id}, and build up a set of UCD’s, by taking each
permutation in turn, and either adding it (if permissible) or not
adding it to each UCD already constructed.
2. Start with the whole of Sd , and for each triple consider the
effect of imposing one of the six laws.
Approach 2 is better, with complexity O(6d(d−1)(d−2)/6). This
suggests that d = 5 might be out of reach, searching a tree with
610 leaves.



First improvement.

If we are contemplating imposing a Condorcet law on some triple,
first see if the laws already imposed imply some such law.
This has a significant effect.

Problem Solved.





Second improvement.

If d = 6 the full tree has 620 vertices, and the first speed up was
insufficient.
But only about 1 in 3,000 of the leaves constructed was maximal.
So only consider vertices corresponding to sets of permutations
that are locally maximal.
That is to say, are maximal for vertices of that depth.

Problem solved.





Third improvement.









int popcount64(UNINT n) {
n =
(((n >> 1)&0x5555555555555555) + (n&0x5555555555555555));
n =
(((n >> 2)&0x3333333333333333) + (n&0x3333333333333333));
n =
(((n >>
4)&0x0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F ) + (n&0x0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F ));
n =
(((n >>
8)&0x00FF00FF00FF00FF ) + (n&0x00FF00FF00FF00FF ));
n =
(((n >>
16)&0x0000FFFF0000FFFF ) + (n&0x0000FFFF0000FFFF ));
n =
(((n >>
32)&0x00000000FFFFFFFF ) + (n&0x00000000FFFFFFFF ));
return (int) n;
}



Second Objective.
What is the maximum possible size for an MUCD of degree d?
Upper bound, cd , Raz, 2000. In fact it seems that c is about 2·3.
We have not approached this hard problem.
Find a lower bound by constructing examples.

Fishburn’s Alternating scheme
Impose 2N1 on a triple (i < j < k) if j is even, and 2N3 if j is odd.
Best for degrees up to 6 (7)?

Replacement scheme
Take an MUCD X on (0, 1, 2, . . . ,m), and another Y on
(m + 1, . . . ,m + n), and then define Z on (1, 2, . . . ,m + n) as
follows.
Let f ∈ X and g ∈ Y . Then define h ∈ Z by replacing f (0) by
(g(m + 1), . . . , g(m + n)).
Replacement overtakes Alternating by degree 16.



‘Optimal’ {2, 3, 5, 7, 9, .., n − 3}-scheme
[n , size, size of Alt(n)]
[3, 4, 4]
[4, 9, 9]
[5, 19, 20]
[6, 42, 45]
[7, 89, 100]
[8, 202, 222]
[9, 430, 488]
[10, 973, 1069]
[11, 2078, 2324]
[12, 4690, 5034]
[13, 10039, 10840]
[14, 22617, 23266]
[15, 48489, 49704]
[16, 109104, 105884]
[17, 234174, 224720]
[18, 526441, 475773]



[19, 1130834, 1004212]
[20, 2540586, 2115186]
[21, 5460562]
[22, 12262336]
[23, 26367106]
[24, 59190668]
[25, 127314940]
[26, 285735074]
[27, 614739676]
[28, 1379420020]
[29, 2968247211]
[30, 6659575471]
[31, 14332009089]
[32, 32152108396]
[33, 69201104734]
[34, 155232325393]
[35, 334132252202]
[36, 749483955866]



[37, 1613330981694]
[38, 3618663824436]
[39, 7789838028134]
[40, 17471835583628]
[41, 37612600361492]
[42, 84359154751526]
[43, 181609400736964]
[44, 407313239417116]
[45, 876886437517734]
[46, 1966649051363778]
[47, 4233976606683658]
[48, 9495695682053392]
[49, 20443423737339724]
[50, 45848796562869322]
[51, 98709483288851124]
[52, 221375755336221444]
[53, 476611143247176100]
[54, 1068889779471974384]



[55, 2301280532264224932]
[56, 5161030000736819128]
[57, 11111558719314308664]
[58, 24919556390618376804]
[59, 53651324890873414840]
[60, 120321876242044548392]
[61, 259051405774786610355]
[62, 580963933506025900219]
[63, 1250810408914888630449]
[64, 2805136349833905722724]
[65, 6039445213046873063518]
[66, 13544374692219225090209]
[67, 29161014360253952876442]
[68, 65397942573795907706746]
[69, 140801806062177635347654]
[70, 315768878303357530781452]
[71, 679851154069426607056574]
[72, 1524665779047954829531468]



[73, 3282611335851079198286116]
[74, 7361732831663790335110590]
[75, 15849847966053548648546356]
[76, 35545572080080895485117708]
[77, 76529829339092890885629202]
[78, 171629133316766165958907326]
[79, 369518678187580542935377806]
[80, 828698488042818470070769856]
[81, 1784193907788909769773536324]
[82, 4001309195755304221081269902]
[83, 8614849862029004707798791388]
[84, 19320025744791588704838388332]
[85, 41596173181683280795095917308]
[86, 93285320438169167150317089696]
[87, 200844084704861117979823381084]
[88, 450421309853524736727076491112]
[89, 969761002148178206694148880968]
[90, 2174826230831894006433822983452]



[91, 4682420231742477034396857626888]
[92, 10500989036282564007408081321176]
[93, 22608724480526676961833284980734]
[94, 50703256695311759354755029182262]
[95, 109164577059237730472725633582298]
[96, 244816965939062115049304318689112]
[97, 527093199119595682947696450099596]
[98, 1182080824514054049620771068785914]
[99, 2545031077030913499014168041570564]
[100, 5707590905065571072180594116850980]



As a third objective, we consider structure theorems.
It has been known that it is instructive to consider a CD of degree
d as a set of vertices in the Cayley graph of Sd on its Coxeter
generators.
This graph is called the permutohedron of degree d . We prefer the
term Peon.
So what does the peon of degree d look like?















There is a Galois correspondence between Condorcet
Domains and adequate sets of Condorcet Laws.
Arkadii Slinko and Clemens Puppe have proved that the graph of a
subset C of Sd is a median graph if and only if C is a closed CD.
They also prove that if the graph of an MCD is a tree then it is a
chain.
Maximal CD’s are closed.
It is easy to see that, for any degree d , the smallest size for an
MUCD of degree d is 4.
Using the above theory, we prove that every MUCD of size 4 is
symmetric.
That is to say, with every ordering (a1, a2, . . . , ad) it contains the
reverse ordering (ad , ad−1, . . . , a1)



Some Group Theory at last.

If C is a UCD, define the Core of C to be the set of g in C such
that Cg = C . Clearly the core of a UCD is a group.

We prove a theorem that applies to ALL finite groups.

Theorem. Let G be ANY group. Then G is a finite 2-group if and
only if G is the core of a UCD.



That is enough from me.

Happy Birthday Evgenii

Except that I forgot to explain how popcount works.


